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„Mille Tornanti“ – Oldtimer-hiking in class of its own!

The 5star Grandhotel Victoria Jungfrau Interlaken is the legendary starting point
for our automotive journey of pleasure through the last paradises of
Switzerland.

Nuremberg – From July 22 to July 25, 2010 Vintage car enthusiasts will enjoy a
fascinating drive into the automotive past with the “Mille Tornanti” by Moviano-
historische Fahrwelten GmbH: the matchless flair of a stress-free vintage car drive
without time trials or stamp controls. No wonder, that the limited starting points are
much sought-after.

Travelling along a majestic scenery
The “Mille Tornanti” enchants its participants not only with a cruise through sparkling icebergs,
crystal clear lakes, thundering waterfalls and blooming meadows, but also with a special feature:
every evening after spectacular turns – returning to the legendary 5 star Grand-Hotel & Spa
Vicotria-Jungfrau in Interlaken, the linchpins of the rally. “This means that after a long vintage car
rally,participants are able to relax in one of the most exclusive spa-ressorts of Switzerland and
bring the evening to an end with their comrades while enjoying culinary delights in one of the best
restaurants of Switzerland. “, rhapsodizes Egon Tauscher, the manager of Moviano. Participants can
expect an extraordinary experience. This will be accompanied by an attentive, personal full service
during the whole vintage car journey. We shall be pleased to assist you in advance: “We will
provide you with a vintage car for rent, if you cannot call a historic gem your own.”

Experiencing pure pleasure in a historic 5 star ambience
The “Mille Tornanti” is therefore unrivaled for being an exclusive historic vintage car hiking event
and we celebrate classic travelling by every trick in the book. The dream of many vintage car
connoisseurs will turn into an unforgettable pleasure in genuine ambience of the picturesque
Bernese Oberland. An historic and exquisite foil for the “Mille Tornanti” Thus you will experience
history by driving vintage cars and enjoying the flair of the historic hotel. Celebrating the classic
automobile and enjoying an indulgence program “from epicure – to epicure”.

Fascinating automobiles in a memorable environment
This can be taken literally, because the majestic crests of skyscraping high alps and even four-
thousand-meter high mountains are arranged like pearls on a string – and the famous triumvirate
Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau form a magnificent, forever white setting for submontane Interlaken.
The picturesque village is famous for its reputation in all over the world. Even in 1842 Felix
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy wrote: “The area between the lake of Thun and Brienz is the most glorious
in this beautiful country beyond comprehension.” So the rally “Mille Tornanti” stands in the
tradition of luxurious vintage car travelling and is associated in spirit and quality with the already
legendary rally “Mille Fiori”.

You can download additional information and the logo or footage on www.moviano.de
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